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a b s t r a c t

Low-level motion processing in the primate visual system involves two stages. The first stage (in V1) con-
tains specialised motion sensors which respond to local retinal motion, and the second stage (in MT)
pools local signals to encode rigid surface motion. Recent psychophysical research shows that motion sig-
nals influence the perceived position of an object (motion-induced position shift, MIPS). In the present
paper we investigate the role played by the two processing stages in generating MIPS. We compared MIPS
induced by single grating components (Gabor patches) to MIPS induced by plaids created by combining
pairs of components. If motion signals at the lowest level of motion analysis (V1) influence position
assignment, MIPS from plaids should reflect the position shift induced by each component when pre-
sented separately. On the other hand, if signals generated in MT (or later) influence perceived position,
then MIPS from plaids should be consistent with a motion integration computation on the components.
Results showed that MIPS from plaids is larger than the MIPS obtained from individual components, and
can be explained by the output of an integration process that combines intersection-of-constraints and
vector-sum computations.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Motion processing is believed to involve at least two stages: lo-
cal detection of motion in striate cortex (V1), and integration of lo-
cal signals in extrastriate cortical area MT. Motion detection is
widely accepted to involve a motion energy computation (Adelson
& Bergen, 1985; Pantle & Turano, 1992; Strout, Pantle, & Mills,
1994). A great deal of research on extrastriate motion integration
has been conducted using plaids (Fig. 1) created by superimposing
two drifting sinusoidal gratings. Results indicate that motion inte-
gration involves a combination of different solutions, including
intersection-of-constraints (Adelson & Movshon, 1982) and vec-
tor-sum (Wilson & Kim, 1994) computations.

Recent psychophysical studies have shown that visual move-
ment influences perceived position (motion-induced position shift,
MIPS). In particular, when observing a moving object, its position
appears shifted in the direction of motion (Fig. 1) (see Chung, Patel,
Bedell, & Yilmaz, 2007; De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Durant & John-
ston, 2004; Durant & Zanker, 2009; Edwards & Badcock, 2003; Fang
& He, 2004; Fu, Shen, Gao, & Dan, 2004; Harp, Bressler, & Whitney
2007; McGraw, Levi, & Whitaker, 1999; Mussap & Prins, 2002;
Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Pavan & Mather, 2008; Ramachandran
& Anstis, 1990; Snowden, 1998; Whitaker, McGraw, & Pearson,
1999; Whitney, 2002; Whitney & Cavanagh, 2000; Whitney &

Cavanagh, 2003; Zanker, Quenzer, & Fahle, 2001). Adaptation to
motion produces substantial shifts in the perceived position of
subsequently viewed stationary patterns (see McGraw, Walsh, &
Barrett, 2004; McGraw, Whitaker, Skillen, & Chung, 2002; Nishida
& Johnston, 1999; Snowden, 1998).

An important question concerns the roles played by the two
low-level motion processing stages (i.e., local detection of motion
signals in V1 and integration of local signals in MT) in generating
MIPS. McGraw et al. (2004) used transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) to disrupt cortical activity after motion adaptation. They
found that the perceived offset in spatial position following adap-
tation was reduced when TMS was applied to MT, but not when it
was applied to V1. Mussap and Prins (2002) reported that the
apparent location of a patch of coherently moving dots was shifted
in a manner that suggested the involvement of cooperative interac-
tions during motion integration. In the present paper we used plaid
patterns in a psychophysical procedure to investigate whether mo-
tion integration in MT is important in the generation of MIPS prior
to adaptation. We compared position shifts induced by Gabor
patches containing single grating components to position shifts in-
duced by Gabor patches containing two-component plaids. If local
motion signals in V1 influence perceived position, MIPS from plaids
should reflect these signals. One possibility is that the MIPS gener-
ated by a plaid will be equal to the largest shift generated by its
components. Alternatively, since two separate component MIPSs
would be spatially superimposed in a plaid, the resultant MIPS
might be equal to the averaged position of the MIPSs generated
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by the single components. On the other hand, if the motion signals
that influence perceived position reflect MT output, then MIPS
from plaids should be consistent with predictions from motion
integration computations on the components (Adelson & Movshon,
1982; Wilson & Kim, 1994). The first experiment measured MIPS
from individual component gratings, and the second experiment
measured MIPS from plaids containing pairs of these components.
Results from the component MIPS experiment were used to gener-
ate predictions for the MIPSs obtained using plaids, in order to
establish the cortical origin of the motion signals that influence
perceived position.

2. Experiment 1: MIPS from individual gratings

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to measure the MIPS from
individual grating components (consisting of drifting Gabors).
The same components will be used in Experiment 2 to generate
plaid patterns, so the results of Experiment 1 will be used to gen-
erate predictions for the MIPSs using plaids.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Subjects
Two authors and six subjects who were unaware of the purpose

of the study participated. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-
normal visual acuity.

2.1.2. Apparatus
Stimuli were generated by a CRS VSG2/5 graphics system and

displayed on a Sony Trinitron G400 monitor with a refresh rate
of 100 Hz. The screen resolution was set to 1024 � 768 pixels.
The mean background luminance was 29.03 cd/m2, and the maxi-
mum and minimum luminances were 60.67 cd/m2 and 0.007 cd/
m2 respectively. Luminance was measured using a Minolta LS-
100 photometer. A gamma-corrected lookup table (LUT) was used
to ensure stimulus linearity.

2.1.3. Stimuli
Visual stimuli were single-component Gabor patches drifting at

the directions and velocities shown in Table 1. These component
directions and velocities were selected because they can be used
in later experiments to create Type I and Type II plaids.

Each Gabor consisted of a sinusoidal grating modulated by a
static Gaussian. The Gabors had a full width of 3.5� at half maxi-
mum amplitude. Formally the Gabors can be defined as:

Gðx;y;tÞ ¼ sin 2pfsðcos hX þ sin hYÞ þ 2pftt þ /½ �e�
ðx2þy2 Þ

r2 ð1Þ

where G(x,y,t) represents the luminance at each point of the stimulus
at the instant t, the contrast of the Gabors was always at 1 (Michel-
son contrast), / is the phase shift of the sinusoidal carrier, fs is the
spatial frequency (1 c/deg) of the sinusoidal carrier, ft is the tempo-
ral frequency of the sinusoidal carrier, h is the orientation of the Ga-
bor patch (conventionally 90� corresponds to horizontal drift of a
vertical grating), and X, Y represent respectively the horizontal
and vertical dimensions of the sinewave grating. The Gaussian
envelope is expressed by the exponential of Eq. (1); x and y repre-
sent the respective horizontal and vertical distances from the
Gaussian peak, r is the space constant of the Gaussian (1.78�).
The Gaussian envelope was always static, whereas the sine wave
drifted either at 16.7, 11.11 or 5.5 deg/s.

2.1.4. Procedure
Subjects sat in a dark room and their head was immobilized

with a chin rest placed at 57 cm from the screen. Viewing was bin-
ocular. Subjects were instructed to fixate a point at the centre of
the screen and were given training at the beginning of each exper-
iment to familiarise them with the stimuli and task. They were re-
quired to report the apparent relative horizontal position of two
Gabor patches placed 10.18� above and 10.18� below the fixation
point. On each trial the two Gabors contained gratings at the same
orientation, drifting at the same velocity but in opposite directions.
All of the components reported in Table 1 generate a rightward
motion direction, however, half of the stimuli presented in the ac-
tual experiment (randomly selected from trial to trial) were made
up by components generating a leftward motion direction (not

Table 1
Direction and velocity used for each component in Experiment 1.

Direction (deg) Velocity (deg/s)

0 16.7
48.2 11.11

311.8 11.11
70.5 5.5

Fig. 1. (A) Stimulus and percept for Type I plaids. (B) Stimulus and percept for Type II plaids (see Method of Experiment 2 for further details about Type I and Type II plaids).
The pictures show an example in which the two plaids are physically aligned (we did not include such a condition in our experiments; see Method) but when both Type I
plaids (A) and Type II plaids (B) drift in opposite directions they appear misaligned.
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shown in Table 1: components at 180�, 132�, 229�, 109.5�, and
drifting respectively at 16.7, 11.11, 11.11, and 5.5 deg/s).

On each trial the two Gabors were presented horizontally offset
in opposite directions with respect to the fixation point by one of
six values (�0.71�, �0.43�, �0.14�, 0.14�, 0.43�, 0.71�; positive val-
ues indicate rightward offset, negative values indicate leftward off-
set). There were a total of 24 conditions: 4 (component
orientations) � 6 (horizontal offsets). Forty trials were performed
for each condition, resulting in 960 trials. The order of conditions
was randomized according to the Method of Constant Stimuli. Each
stimulus was presented for 500 ms, after which the subject indi-
cated with a button press whether the top Gabor appeared to be
displaced to the left or to the right of the bottom one. A logistic
function was fitted to the data in order to estimate the 50% point
corresponding to the physical misalignment between the Gabors
required for apparent alignment (the point of subjective equality
or PSE; Finney, 1971; McKee, Klein, & Teller, 1985).

2.2. Results and discussion

Mean MIPS from each component is shown in Fig. 2. The fastest
horizontal component (i.e., the component at 0�) generated the
largest position shift (0.27�), the equally oblique components at
48.2� and 311.8� generated near-identical position shifts of 0.13�
and 0.12� respectively, whereas the component at 70.5� shifted
perceived position by 0.06�. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed
a significant effect of component velocity/orientation (F1,7 = 8.02,
P = 0.001). Pairwise comparisons showed that the component at
0� produced a significantly higher shift in position than the compo-
nent at 48.2� (P = 0.021), a higher shift than the component at
311.8� (P = 0.012) and also a higher shift than the component at
70.5� (P = 0.001). However, we did not find significant differences
between the components drifting at 48.2�, 311.8� and 70.5�
(P > 0.05).

Subjects were instructed to judge the relative horizontal posi-
tions of the Gabor patches. Assuming that position shift is approx-
imately proportional to drift velocity (as shown by the
psychophysical data in Chung et al., 2007), it is possible to make
a prediction for the horizontal component of the position shift of
the obliquely moving components based on the position shift of

the horizontally moving (vertical) component. Thus, a tilted com-
ponent should generate a position shift equal to:

S ¼ Shift0 Vc=V0ð Þ cos hc½ � ð2Þ

where S is the position shift obtained using the tilted grating, Shift0

is the position shift obtained for the vertical component, Vc is the
velocity (deg/s) of the tilted component, V0 is the velocity (deg/s)
of the vertical component and hc is the orientation of the tilted com-
ponent. For example, the component at 48.2� should produce a po-
sition shift of 0.27 � [(11.11/16.7) � cos(48.2)], that is 0.12� (i.e., 0.44
times the position shift at 0�).

These predictions are shown by the black bars in Fig. 2, and offer
a good account of the data except for some under-estimation of the
effect at the slowest velocity. A repeated measures ANOVA con-
ducted on the slopes of the best-fitting psychometric functions
did not reveal a significant effect of component velocity
(F1,7 = 2.67, P > 0.05) (mean slopes: 0.0082�, 0.0065�, 0.0071� and
0.0067� respectively for component at 0�, 48.2�, 311.8� and 70.5�,
SEM: 0.0004, 0.0009, 0.0007, 0.0006 respectively for component
at 0�, 48.2�, 311.8� and 70.5�). The absence of a significant differ-
ence between the slopes indicates that there were no differences
in subjects’ ability to discriminate small differences in position
for different stimuli.

3. Experiment 2: MIPS from plaids

Pairs of the components used in Experiment 1 were used to cre-
ate two plaid patterns (i.e., Type I and Type II plaids), which give
different predicted plaid directions according to two popular mod-
els of motion integration in plaids: the intersection-of-constraints
(IOC) solution and the vector-sum (VS) solution (predictions were
computed using the methods described in Bowns, 1996). The use of
both Type I and Type II plaids allows us to investigate which inte-
gration mechanism, if any, is relevant to MIPS. The reasoning was
that if motion signals generated in V1 influence perceived position,
then MIPSs from plaids should reflect these signals. As described
earlier, plaid MIPS may be equal to the largest shift generated by
its components. Alternatively, plaid MIPS may be equal to the aver-
age of the MIPSs generated by the single components. However, if
motion signals generated in MT contribute to perceived position,
then MIPSs from plaid patterns should be larger than the compo-
nent MIPSs, in accord with predictions from IOC or VS computa-
tions on the components (or some combination of the two).

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Subjects
Two authors and a new sample of six subjects who were una-

ware of the purpose of the study participated.

3.1.2. Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Stimuli
Visual stimuli in Experiment 2 were plaid patterns obtained by

combining the components used in Experiment 1. Components at
48.2� and 311.8� were combined to create a Type I plaid. In this
case both IOC and VS solutions lie inside the included angle be-
tween the components (Fig. 3A); both these solutions predict that
the resultant plaid pattern drifts horizontally (Fig. 3A). Compo-
nents at 70.5� and 48.2� were combined to create a Type II plaid.
In this case the IOC solution lies outside the included angle be-
tween the components, but the VS solution lies inside the included
angle (see Fig. 3B); IOC and VS solutions predict different drift
directions for Type II plaids, that is, horizontally (0�) for the IOC

Fig. 2. Mean position shift obtained in Experiment 1 for each component (N = 8).
Bars show the mean PSE, estimated by fitting a Logistic function to each subject’s
psychometric function in each condition. The component at 0� produced the largest
effect (0.27�). Black bars indicate the predicted position shifts calculated on the
basis of the MIPS obtained for the component at 0� (see text and Eq. (2) for more
details). Error bars ± SEM.
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solution, and 55.54� for VS solution. Type I and Type II plaids
drifted at a constant velocity of 16.7 deg/s, the same velocity as
the component at 0� in Experiment 1; this allows us to calculate
the predicted MIPS for plaid patterns from the MIPS obtained for
the fastest component in Experiment 1 (i.e., the component at 0�).

Formally Type I and Type II plaids can be described as:

Pðx;y;tÞ ¼ sin 2pfsðcos h1X þ sin h1YÞ þ 2pft1t þ /1½ �e�
ðx2þy2Þ

r2

�

þ sin 2pfs cos h2X þ sin h2Yð Þ þ 2pft2t þ /2½ �e�
ðx2þy2Þ

r2

�
=2C ð3Þ

where P(x,y,t) represents the luminance at each point of the plaid at
the instant t, /1 and /2 represent the phase shifts of the two sinu-
soidal carriers, fs is the spatial frequency (1 c/deg) of the sinusoidal
carriers, ft1 is the temporal frequency of the first component (i.e.,
11.11 and 5.5 Hz for Type I and Type II plaids respectively), ft2 is
the temporal frequency of the second component (i.e., 11.11 Hz
for both Type I and Type II plaids), h1 is the orientation of the first
component (i.e., giving directions of 48.2� and 70.5� for Type I and
Type II plaids respectively), h2 represents the orientation of the sec-
ond component of the plaid (i.e., giving directions of 311.8� and
48.2� for Type I and Type II plaids respectively), X, Y represent the
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the sinewave grating of each
component and C represents the Michelson contrast of the plaid
pattern. The Gaussian envelope of each component is expressed
by the exponentials in the Eq. (3), and was the same as that used
in Experiment 1.

3.1.4. Procedure
The procedure in Experiment 2 was similar to that used in

Experiment 1. Subjects fixated a point at the centre of the screen
and judged the relative horizontal position of two plaid patterns
placed at 10.18� above and 10.18� below the fixation point. On
any one trial the plaid patterns were both Type I or both Type II
plaids and always drifted in opposite directions, and were horizon-
tally offset in opposite directions with respect to the fixation point
by one of six values (�0.71�, �0.43�, �0.14�, 0.14�, 0.43�, 0.71� of
visual angle; positive values indicate rightward offset, negative
values indicate leftward offset). There were a total of 12 condi-
tions: 2 (plaid types) � 6 (horizontal offsets). Forty trials were per-
formed for each condition, resulting in 480 trials. The order of
conditions was randomized. Each display was presented for
500 ms, after which the subject indicated with a button press

whether the top Gabor appeared more to the left or more to the
right of the bottom one. As in Experiment 1, a logistic function
was fitted to the data in order to estimate the 50% corresponding
to the physical misalignment between the plaids required for
apparent alignment.

3.2. Results

Results showed that both Type I and Type II plaids shifted in
apparent position towards the direction of motion. Thus, if plaids
are physically aligned (Fig. 1A and B, left), they appear shifted to-
wards the patterns’ motion directions (Fig. 1A and B, right).

Fig. 4 shows the mean position shift generated by Type I and
Type II plaids (dark grey bars), and the predicted MIPS (grey,

Fig. 4. Mean position shift for Type I and Type II plaids obtained in Experiment 2,
and predictions of alternative accounts. Dark grey bars show the mean position
shift obtained for Type I and Type II plaids. The shift obtained for Type I plaids is
significantly higher than that found for Type II plaids, P = 0.016). Oblique hatched
bars represent the MIPS predicted from averaging the MIPSs obtained for each
component in Experiment 1, and light grey bars represent the maximum compo-
nent MIPS obtained in Experiment 1. Horizontal hatched and unfilled bars show
predicted MIPS calculated from the IOC and VS solutions, using results for the
vertical component in Experiment 1. See text for more details. Error bars ± SEM.

Fig. 3. Vector plot of the components used in Experiment 2 to create Type I (A) and Type II (B) plaids. To obtain a Type I plaid (A) components drifted at 48.2� and 311.8� (the
components are marked with full circles). A Type II plaid (B) was created by combining components drifting at 70.5� and 48.5�. The vector plot also shows the resultant
direction of the plaid patterns (thick black arrows) consistent with predictions from a motion integration computation on the components, i.e., vector-sum (VS) and
intersection-of-constraints (IOC). See text for more details.
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hatched and unfilled bars) calculated from the MIPS produced in
Experiment 1 according to the different accounts of the cortical ori-
gin of the motion signals. Oblique hatched bars represent the MIPS
expected by averaging the MIPSs obtained for components at 48.2�
(0.13�) and 311.8� (0.12�) in the case of Type I plaids (MIPS pre-
dicted: 0.125�), and the MIPS expected by averaging the MIPSs ob-
tained for components at 48.2� (0.13�) and 70.5� (0.06�) in the case
of Type II plaids (MIPS predicted: 0.095�). Light grey bars represent
the maximum MIPS obtained for the relevant components in
Experiment 1 (i.e., the components at 48.2�; MIPS: 0.13�). Horizon-
tal hatched and unfilled bars show predicted MIPS according to the
IOC and VS computations respectively. To illustrate how the pre-
dictions were derived, consider the Type II plaid. To predict the
MIPS derived from a VS computation, we first compute the VS
direction and velocity (55.54� and 16.3 deg/s), and then use these
values to compute MIPS according to Eq. (2): 0.27 � [(16.3/
16.7) � cos(55.54)] = 0.14�. To predict the MIPS derived from an
IOC computation, we first compute IOC direction and velocity (0�
and 16.3 deg/s), and again compute MIPS from Eq. (2):
0.27 � cos(0) = 0.27�. These predictions are shown in Fig. 4; The
Type II MIPS prediction for the IOC solution in Experiment 2 corre-
sponds to the position shift found for the 0� component in Exper-
iment 1, since both move horizontally. The Type II MIPS
prediction for the oblique VS solution in Experiment 2 is re-scaled
to reflect the horizontal component of velocity (in the same way as
the predictions in Experiment 1 were re-scaled).

Inspection of the graph shows that the obtained position shift
for Type II plaids (0.20�) was smaller than the position shift ob-
tained for Type I plaids (F1,7 = 9.88, P = 0.016), and intermediate be-
tween IOC and VS solutions.

A repeated measures ANOVA conducted on the slopes of the
best-fitting psychometric functions for the plaids revealed no sig-
nificant difference between Type I and Type II plaids (F1,7 = 1.41,
P > 0.05), for which the mean slopes were 0.0079� and 0.008�
respectively (SEM: 0.0003 and 0.0004 respectively for Type I and
Type II plaids). The absence of a significant difference between
the slopes indicates that there were no differences in subjects’ abil-
ity to discriminate small differences in plaid position.

3.3. Discussion

Comparing predictions and data, Fig. 4 shows that position
shifts in Experiment 2 are clearly much higher than those pre-
dicted simply by taking the average or the maximum of the com-
ponent shifts, so we infer that the plaid position shifts reflect the
output of an integration mechanism. For Type I plaids the obtained
position shift lies close to the (very similar) predictions of both IOC
and VS solutions (0.30�). For Type II plaids the obtained position
shift lies intermediate between the predictions of the IOC and VS
solutions. This may reflect the fact that the apparent motion direc-
tion of a Type II plaid was itself intermediate between the predic-
tions of the two solutions (as found previously by, for example,
Bowns, 1996; Bowns & Alais, 2006; Yo & Wilson, 1992), rather than
in close alignment with only one or the other. To test this explana-
tion, we conducted a third experiment to measure and match the
apparent directions of the two types of plaid.

4. Experiment 3: adjusting plaids for apparent direction

Since the MIPS obtained in Experiment 2 for Type II plaids was
intermediate between the IOC and VS predictions, we hypothesised
that the apparent motion direction of the Type II plaid was inter-
mediate between the directions predicted by IOC and VS solutions.
We therefore conducted a third experiment to measure the appar-
ent directions of Type I and Type II plaids. We then measured the

position shift induced by the plaids using the same technique as
in Experiment 2, this time after rotating the plaids individually
for each subject so that their apparent direction was always hori-
zontal. If the difference between the position shifts for Type I
and Type II plaids in Experiment 2 was due to their different appar-
ent motion directions, then once the plaids have been rotated so
that they all appear to move horizontally the shifts obtained from
Type I and Type II plaids should be equal (since the lengths of the
vectors computed by the IOC and VS solutions are equal).

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Subjects
One author and a new sample of seven subjects who were una-

ware of the purpose of the study participated.

4.1.2. Apparatus and procedure
All methodological details concerning apparatus, stimuli and

procedure were the same as in previous experiments, with the fol-
lowing exceptions.

In the first part of Experiment 3 we measured the apparent mo-
tion direction of Type I and Type II plaids. Plaids were computed as
described in Experiment 2; they had a full width of 3.5� and always
drifted in opposite directions at a constant velocity of 16.7 deg/s.
Subjects fixated a point at the centre of the screen; two plaids were
presented at 10.18� above and 10.18� below the fixation point.
Apparent motion direction was measured separately for Type I
and Type II plaids, as follows. A line with a full length of 16� of visual
angle crossed the fixation point so that the centre of the line and the
fixation point overlapped. On each trial the line was tilted at one of
six values: 0�, 359�, 358�, 357�, 356� and 355� for Type I plaid; or 0�,
10�, 20�, 30�, 40� and 50� for Type II plaids (these values were chosen
on the basis of pilot observations). Line orientation varied randomly
from trial to trial according to the Method of Constant Stimuli. Each
display was presented for 500 ms, after which the subject indicated
with a button press whether the line was tilted clockwise or coun-
terclockwise with respect to the motion direction of the two plaids.
Subjects performed 240 trials for each plaid type. As before, a logistic
function was fitted to the data in order to estimate the 50% point cor-
responding to the physical orientation of the line required for appar-
ent alignment with the apparent direction of the plaids.

In the second part of Experiment 3 were measured the position
shift induced by Type I and Type II plaids, using the same tech-
nique as in Experiment 2, with the difference that the plaids were
rotated individually for each subject on the basis of the PSE values
estimated in phase one of the Experiment, so that the apparent
direction of the plaids was always horizontal.

4.2. Results and discussion

The results of the first part of Experiment 3 showed that the
apparent direction of Type II plaids was much more oblique than
the apparent direction of Type I plaids. Indeed, to render the appar-
ent direction of the plaids horizontal it was necessary to rotate
them clockwise by 1.8� and 40.6�, respectively for Type I and Type
II plaids (SEM: 0.3 and 2.5 respectively for Type I and Type II
plaids).

Using plaids that were adjusted so that they appeared to move
horizontally, we did not find any significant difference between the
position shifts obtained for Type I (0.29�) and Type II plaids (0.26�)
(F1,7 = 1.10; P > 0.05) (Fig. 5). Moreover, these position shifts are
not significantly different from the position shift obtained with
Type I plaids in Experiment 2 (0.30�) (F1,7 = 0.23; P > 0.05). These
results suggest that position shifts seen using plaid patterns reflect
an integration mechanism that includes contributions from both
IOC and VS computations.

G. Mather, A. Pavan / Vision Research 49 (2009) 2741–2746 2745
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A repeated measures ANOVA did not show any significant dif-
ference between the best-fitting slopes for Type I (mean: 0.0081�,
SEM: 0.00077) and Type II plaids (mean: 0.0083�, SEM: 0.00066)
(F1,7 = 0.32; P > 0.05). Moreover, the slopes calculated in Experi-
ment 3 were not significantly different from the slope calculated
for Type I plaids in Experiment 2 (mean: 0.0079�, SEM: 0.0003)
(F1,7 = 0.22; P > 0.05). This suggests that after the adjustment of
the plaid motion direction, position sensitivity is equal for Type I
and Type II plaids.

5. General discussion and conclusions

The results of these three experiments show that the motion
signals giving rise to MIPS originate at or after the point at which
local motion sensor outputs are integrated, rather than before.
These results are therefore consistent with those of McGraw
et al. (2004) and Mussap and Prins (2002) described earlier. We
concur with McGraw et al.’s (2004) conclusion that the anatomical
locus of interaction between motion and position signals is area
MT. McGraw et al. (2004) suggest that information about local fea-
tures is lost during motion and position interactions. However, in
another recent paper (Pavan & Mather, 2008) we reported that
MIPS respects the distinction between first-order and second-order
motion, so some featural information is preserved during the com-
putations mediating MIPS.

MIPSs in plaids are larger than expected on the basis of shifts in
individual components, and are consistent with an integration
mechanism that combines IOC and VS computations. Such a mech-
anism has been proposed in other studies of motion perception in
plaids (e.g., Bowns & Alais, 2006; Yo & Wilson, 1992). A VS compu-
tation is required to explain our MIPS data even though the dura-
tion of our stimulus exceeded that normally associated with VS
effects. Adaptation effects reported by Bowns and Alais (2006)
indicate that the VS direction is not simply a transient phase dur-
ing integrative computations, but a viable steady-state solution.
Perhaps the interactions mediating position shifts place more
weight on the VS computation rather than the IOC computation.
Note that there is no evidence to support a vector average compu-

tation, which would predict a relatively small position shift (simi-
lar, in fact, to the predictions for the component averages shown in
Fig. 4). Instead, position shifts in plaids reflect the higher velocity
given by a VS computation. It is not clear whether this VS effect
is unique to MIPS interactions, or reflects a more general property
of motion integration computations.

We conclude that MIPS is governed by the perceived direction
of a plaid pattern, rather than the actual directions of its compo-
nents, and arises during extrastriate processing in cortical area MT.
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Fig. 5. Perceived misalignment for Type I and Type II plaids in Experiment 3, in
which the plaids were rotated to obtain an apparent horizontal motion direction.
There was no significant difference between the MIPS obtained for Type I plaids
(i.e., 0.29�) and the MIPS obtained for Type II plaids (i.e., 0.26�) (F(1,7) = 1.10;
P > 0.05). In addition a repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant differences
between the position shifts for Type I plaids obtained in Experiment 2 and the
position shifts found for Type I and Type II plaids in Experiment 3 (F(1,7) = 0.23;
P > 0.05). Error bars ± SEM.
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